We investigate the chiral phase transition at finite temperature and chemical potential within SU(2) and SU(3) Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type models. The behavior of the baryon number susceptibility and the specific heat, in the vicinity of the critical end point, is studied. The class of the critical points is analyzed by calculating critical exponents.
Introduction
Strongly interacting matter at non-zero temperature and chemical potential is an exciting topic for physicists coming from different areas, either theoretical or experimental. One of the main goals in the heavy-ion physics program nowadays is to study the effects of several macroscopic phenomena occurring under extreme conditions. The discussion about the existence of a tricritical point (TCP) or a critical end point (CEP) is also a topic of recent interest. As is well known, a TCP separates the first order transition at high chemical potentials from the second order transition at high temperatures. If the second order transition is replaced by a smooth crossover, a CEP which separates the two lines is found. At the CEP the phase transition is of second order and probably falls into the same universality class of the three-dimensional Ising model. The existence of the CEP in QCD was suggested at the end of the eighties 1) , and its properties in the context of several models have been studied since then 2, 3, 4) . The most recent lattice results with N f = 2 + 1 staggered quarks of physical masses indicate the location of the CEP at T CEP = 162 ± 2 MeV and µ CEP = 360 ± 40 MeV 5) , however its exact location
is not yet known. This point of the phase diagram is the special focus of the present contribution. Nambu-Jona-Lasinio (NJL) type models are used and the main goal is to locate the critical end point and confront the results with universality arguments.
We remark that most of the work done in this area has been performed with non strange quarks only. We will discuss the class of the critical points by including the analyzes in the chiral limit of both SU(2) and SU(3) versions of the NJL model.
The Lagrangian of the SU(3) NJL model 6, 7) is given by:
Using a standard hadronization procedure 8, 9) , the baryonic thermodynamic potential, Ω(T, V, µ i ), is obtained directly from the effective action. The baryon number susceptibility χ B and the specific heat C describe, respectively, the response of the baryon density ρ B and the entropy S with respect to the chemical potential µ i and the temperature T :
These physical quantities are relevant observables to be studied in the context of possible signatures for chiral symmetry restoration.
Our model of strong interacting matter can simulate regions of a hot and dense fireball created in a heavy-ion collision. Since electrons and positrons are not involved in the strong interaction, we impose the condition µ e = 0. So, we naturally get the chemical equilibrium condition µ u = µ d = µ s = µ B that will be used.
After this presentation of the model, we discuss the phase diagrams in sec. 2. The behavior of the baryon number susceptibility and the specific heat in the T − µ B plane around the CEP is studied in sec. 3, as well as the corresponding critical exponents. Finally, we conclude in sec. 4 with a brief summary of our results.
Phase diagrams in SU(2) and SU(3) NJL models
In this section we analyze the phase diagrams in different conditions in the T −µ B plane. Depending on the number of quark flavors N f = 2 or N f = 3, and on the masses of the quarks, different situations can occur and the transition from hadronic matter to QGP may be of first order, second order, or a crossover transition.
We start by analyzing the differences between the three-flavor NJL model and its simpler version in the SU (2) We point out that both situations are in agreement with what is expected at µ B = 0 10) : the phase transition in the chiral limit is of second order for N f = 2 and first order for N f ≥ 3. In the left panel of fig. 2 , the baryon number susceptibility is plotted for three different temperatures around the CEP. For temperatures below T CEP the phase transition is first order and, consequently, χ B has a discontinuity. For T = T CEP the susceptibility diverges at µ B = µ CEP B
(the slope of the baryon number density tends to infinity). For temperatures above T CEP , in the crossover region, the discontinuity of χ B disappears at the transition line. A similar behavior is found for the specific heat for three different chemical potentials around the CEP, as we can observe from the right panel of fig. 2 . These calculations have been performed in the SU(3) NJL model, but the same qualitative behavior can be found in the SU(2) NJL version 4) . Summarizing, the baryon number susceptibility and the specific heat diverge at T = T CEP and µ = µ CEP , respectively. 2, 3, 4) In order to make this statement more precise, we will focus on the values of a set of indices, the so-called critical exponents, which describe the behavior near the critical point of various quantities of interest (in our case ǫ and α are the critical exponents of χ B and C, respectively). If the critical region of the CEP is small, it is expected that most of the fluctuations associated with the CEP will come from the mean field region around the CEP 2) . To a better understanding of the critical behavior of the system, we also analyze what happens in the SU(2) NJL model. To obtain the critical exponent ǫ(ǫ ′ ) for the baryon number susceptibility, we will consider a path parallel to the µ B -axis in the T − µ B plane, from lower (higher) µ B towards the critical µ fig. 3 for these critical exponents, calculated in both SU(2) and SU(3) NJL models, are consistent with the mean field theory prediction ǫ = 2/3. This means that the size of the region is approximately the same independently of the direction of the path parallel to the µ B -axis.
Paying now attention to the specific heat around the CEP, we have used a path parallel to the T -axis in the T − µ B plane from lower/higher T towards
. In fig. 4 we plot C as a function of T close to the CEP in a logarithmic scale for both SU(2) and SU (3) We also observe that there is no clear evidence of change of the slope of the fitting of data points in the three-flavor NJL model (see fig. 4 , right panel). In fact, now we only obtain a critical exponent α = 0.61±0.01 when the critical point is approached from below. When the critical point is approached from above the trivial exponent α ′ = 0.67 ± 0.01 is obtained. To justify the possible effect of the hidden TCP on the CEP, as suggested in 2, 3) , we analyze the behavior of the specific heat around the TCP. We find nontrivial critical exponents α = 0.40 ± 0.01 and α = 0.45 ± 0.01, for SU(2) and SU(3) cases, respectively. This result, in spite of being close, is not in agreement with the respective mean field value (α = 1/2). However, they can justify the crossing effect observed. We notice that the closest distance between the TCP and the CEP in the phase diagram occurs in the T-direction ((T T CP − T CEP ) < (µ CEP B − µ
T CP B
)), and is more clear in the SU(2) case.
Summary
We verified that our model calculation reproduces qualitative features of the QCD phase diagram at µ B = 0: for m i = 0 the chiral transition is second-order for N f = 2 and first-order for N f ≥ 3. Using realistic values for the current quark masses we find the location of the CEP in both SU(2) and SU(3) NJL models. It was shown that the baryon number susceptibility and the specific heat diverge at the CEP. The critical exponents for χ B around the CEP, in both N f = 2 and N f = 3 NJL models, are consistent with the mean field values ǫ = ǫ ′ = 2/3. For the specific heat, the nontrivial values of α (1/2 < α < 2/3) around the CEP can be interpreted as a crossover from a mean field tricritical exponent (α = 1/2) to an Ising-like critical exponent (α = 2/3).
A better insight to the difficult task of the analysis of the phase diagram of QCD can be provided by an extension of the NJL model where quarks interact with the temporal gluon field represented by the Polyakov loop dynamics.
